Multi-Modal Intra-Operative Spinal Cord Monitoring (IOM) During Spinal Deformity Surgery: Efficacy, Diagnostic Characteristics and Algorithm Development.
This study aims to present the diagnostic characteristics of multi-modal intra-operative (IOM) in spinal deformity surgery and to define and categorize the neuro-monitoring events, as well as propose an algorithm of action. We reviewed 1155 consecutive patients (807 female; 348 male) who underwent deformity correction using standardized peri-operative care, cortical/cervical somatosensory evoked potential (SSEPs) and upper/lower limb transcranial electrical motor evoked potential (MEPs) by a single surgeon. Mean age at surgery was 13.8 years (range: 10 - 23.3). We categorized IOM events as true, transient true and false positive or negative. Diagnostic performance criteria were calculated. The most common diagnosis was adolescent idiopathic scoliosis in 717 (62%) patients. We identified 3 true positive monitoring events occurring in 2 patients (0.17%), 8 transient true positive (0.69%), and 8 transient false positive events (0.69%). There were no false negative events and no patient had post-operative neurological complications. The multi-modal IOM technique had a sensitivity of 100%, specificity of 99.3%, positive predictive value of 55.6% and negative predictive value of 100%. Sensitivity was 100% for MEPs and multimodal monitoring compared to 20% for cortical or cervical SSEPs. The frequency of true or transient true positive events was higher (p = 0.07) in Scheuermann's kyphosis (3/91 patients, 3.3%) compared to adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (6/717 patients, 0.84%). Multimodal IOM is highly sensitive and specific for spinal cord injury. This technique is reliable for the assessment of the condition of the spinal cord during major deformity surgery. We propose an algorithm of intra-operative action to allow close cooperation between the surgical, anaesthetic and neurophysiology teams and to prevent neurological deficits.